
Columbian White-tailed Deer Fawn Mortality Monitoring Project 

 

 Field work has been completed for the spring and summer portions on this project.  It was a 

great success, and the ODFW Research Team would like to thank Oregon Wildlife Foundation for your 

contribution to the project, the equipment that OWF provided was extremely valuable and allowed our 

team to be efficient and successful, and will continue to do so.  We concluded fawn captures in July with 

18 fawns collared (most of which are still alive).  That is up from five captures last year.  We have also 

collared eight white-tail does so far, and are continuing to trap and dart for does through the fall and 

winter.  While this project is far from complete, we are already receiving great information on white-tail 

fawn survival data, as well as home range size and resource use of the does.   

The money that Oregon Wildlife Foundation awarded the Department went to purchasing 

cellular trail cameras which were placed on the traps (both active and inactive) set for the adult does 

and to optics (binoculars and spotting scopes) used to help spot newborn fawns from across ridges.  The 

cameras have been indispensable and have allowed the research team to continue trapping all summer.  

Without these cameras, the trap line would have had to been shut down, and the opportunity to 

capture some of the does would have been missed.  Having quality optics in the hands of all the 

personnel spotting for fawns greatly added to the success of the field team (allowing for 13 more 

captures this spring than last year). 

 

Below are pictures from the trail cameras of deer in traps, these pictures are viewed remotely almost 

instantaneously, and as such we were able to respond to these trapped deer very quickly. 

 

Thank you again for your support, 

Brent Wolf 

Research Biologist 

Oregon Department of Fish and Wildlife 



 

Image 1: An un-collared doe (now WT07) in a clover trap; this animal was collared two hours after this 

photo was taken. 

 



 

Image 2: WT03 has learned that she can get alfalfa from clover traps and has re-trapped herself several 

times, eats the alfalfa, and then waits potentially to be released. 

 



 

Image 3: An un-collared doe and fawn pair that are visiting a possible trap site. 

 



 

Image 4: Tessa Franklin (Research Technician) with a captured fawn that was spotted from the opposite 

ridge; fawns are initially put into pillow cases to be weighed, then collared, then released.  Nitrile gloves 

are always worn to avoid transferring extra scent from the research team to the fawns. 



 

Figure 1: This map of eastern North Bank Habitat Management Area shows the capture locations of 

fawns (black circles are black-tail fawns, triangles are white-tail fawn males (blue) and females (pink).  

The polygons are the home ranges of the eight collared does; CWTD02 has been using the landscape in a 

way that was unexpected. 


